High-pressure circuit breakers are very important and it undertakes the disconnection and connection control of high voltage transmission lines. It is one of the equipment of substation daily inspection. State of breakers are judged by "open" and "close" characters label, so a shape-prior active contour model to realize state automatic recognition of breaker images collected by inspection robot is presented in this paper. Shape-prior active contour model combines the shape information with CV model to build energy functional model, then set up initial position curve by a priori knowledge and drives the curve evolution in minimize energy functional process, the curve position is the character label contour when energy functional shows minimum. We do experiment for the algorithm on different images, demonstrate that the algorithm based on known character contour, have good segmentation results of circuit breaker in the image character recognition accuracy and applicability when the circuit breaker character is actually partial occlusion, local deformation, scale changes.
Introduction
Substation high-voltage circuit breaker can control disconnection and connection task for high voltage line. It is one of the most important equipment in substation. It ensures the safe operation of the normal production for substation. High voltage circuit breaker was usually identified by "Close" or "Open" word by state display box. Patrolling the circuit breaker status basically relies on artificial patrol or online monitoring. Artificial patrol has many unfavorable factors, such as: high labor intensity, low efficiency, quality detection of dispersion, serious impact on substation automation and intelligent level. Line monitoring mode has also very obvious shortcomings: the lack of signal data, the lack of collection, less lack motion process of records and etc. The traditional inspection task requirements inspectors daily or regularly to each substation inspection, collecting large amount of data. This gave the substation maintenance and inspection some difficult. Especially the daily operation and maintenance work is repetitive strong, easily missed and false detection caused by the inspection staff negligence and fatigue, and loss. Power substation equipment inspection robot can replace the artificial completed substation high voltage substation equipment for all inspection [1] [2] .In order to realize the full non artificial intelligent inspection, needs to use the image processing algorithm for automatic recognition of circuit breaker pictures returned. Usually the template matching algorithm is used to identify the circuit breaker character: the character feature extraction and image (template edge feature, SIFT feature), by matching to find the relationship between the feature points, to determine the template matching window; or the use of the template and the image to be recognized the relativity of gray value, for in the image of the template may position. Metric function common to have absolute difference (Sum of Absolute Differences:SAD) [3] , (Sum of Squared Difference: square SSD) [4] , the normalized cross correlation (Normalized Cross Correlation: NCC) [5] .
Shape constrained active contour model

Active contour model
The proposed CV model is the active contour model in the development history of milepost. We briefly introduce the segmentation principle.
If R2 space is a bounded open subset, for in a bounded open subset, the boundary of C=. In the level set method, zero level C is seen as the R3 space of a level set function set:
For an image to be segmented I：Ω→R, defining the CV model for the energy functional:
(2)
Shape constrained active contour division model
A priori shape of the level set function as, evolution curves of the level set function as 0, which measure two shape similarity measure can be simply by calculating the similarity of their internal representation of [8]:
Considering the actual situation, the inspection robot run, does not appear to target a substantial rotation, at the same time in order to reduce the computational complexity, we introduce the translation factor µ and scaling factor σ , the similarity measure can be expressed as:
Combining the shape similarity with the CV model, we can get the shape constrained active contour model energy functional:
The gray mean 1 2 , c c in CV model is derived as follows:
Parameter , µ σ in shape constraint are calculated as:
Using the variational level set method for minimizing the energy functional, get the gradient descent flow equation:
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The dirac function isδ (·). In the initial position to the experimental curve, curve evolution along the (7) type, until a termination condition
is satisfied after the cessation of iteration, the curve position ultimately is to target edge recognition. In the experiment we found that, since the target background is more complex, "separate" or "join "character in the picture is smaller, so we first take a simple background image authentication algorithm against occlusion and recognition performance, and then for the initial curve are given criterion image inspection robot returns is more appropriate, algorithm applicable. We first use their picture taken for validation of shape segmentation algorithm. The segmentation of the target image and contour are given in Figure 1 and (b).Shape in figure1 (b) is as a shape prior. Figure 1 (c) gives CV model segmentation results no shape constraint. We can see the CV segmentation is the goal of the image is divided into two parts as uniformly as possible, that part is of its extraction and background of relatively large differences. So Figure 1 (c) is not a complete object boundary.
Experimental results and analysis
To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the algorithm is applied to the circuit breaker status recognition. According to our analysis of the circuit breaker pictures returned results, circuit breaker on the fonts are "close" word appears red, "Open" is green or black. Then according to the set of initial curve position of the color image information, the model in this paper can handle scale changes, so the position of the initial curves can be set arbitrarily, this can reduce the curve iterations and reprove recognition speed.
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(a) The initial curve (the first row of blue) and the segmentation results (second) (c) segmentation result and the local amplification Figure 2 Segmentation results of shape prior active contour algorithm for circuit breaker "Open" word Figure 2 shows the identification results for circuit breaker "Open" word based on shape prior active contour. Figure 2 are two pictures of the initial curve location and segmentation results, the right for illumination of the affected part shadow, two pictures of the object scale changes greatly, from the segmentation results our algorithm is not affected by target font size and light.
Conclusion and prospect
This paper proposes a segmentation algorithm for shape constrained active contour, it was applied to the high voltage line circuit breaker status recognition. We conduct experimental analysis on different images; the results show that our algorithm has good accuracy and extensive applicability. This algorithm has some limitations in the choice of the initial contour: in the scene of small target image initialization time, if the initial curve deviates from the target is too far away, will cause the evolution curve can not converge to the correct location. Therefore, how to design a stable curve initialization scheme is one of our future research directions.
